
Concretely, a differential form Ψ on the configuration space which is ω1-twisted closed is equivalently an ordinary closed
form Ψ̂ (51) on the universal cover of the configuration space of the following form (cf. [SS22-Any, (42)] following [FSV94,
(20)][SV90, (2.1)], called the “master function” in [SlVa19, §2.1]):
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where k̂i denote coordinates on the universal cover, while ki denote the pullbacks of the corresponding coordinates (60) on
the configuration space itself.

Remark 3.11 (Generalized Laughlin wavefunctions with mixed quanta-defect braiding phases). The form (62) is just
that of generalized Laughlin wavefunctions for anyons considered in [Hal84, (11)][NSSFS08, (89), (93)][La19, (3)], which
generalize the original Laughlin wavefunctions [Lau83][MR91, §2.2] (review in [Gi04, §2.1]) to a situation with mixed
quanta-defect braiding phases.

Hence for given κ ∈N+ – determining the phase picked up by braiding any two anyonic quanta around each other – equation
(61) parameterizes general quanta-defect braiding phases, subject only to the constrain that these come in integer multiples
of half the quanta-quanta braiding phases. This curious constraint has its secret origin in the root lattice geometry of the Lie
algebra su2 and guarantees that the following crucial fact holds ([FSV94, Cor. 3.4.2, Rem. 3.4.3][SS22-Any, Prop. 2.17]9):

The complex de Rham cohomology of configuration space, twisted (58) by the “fictious vector poten-
tial” (61), naturally contains the space of su2-conformal blocks, identified with the following Laughlin
state (Rem. 3.11) Slater determinants (46) weighted by the canonical holomorphic volume form:
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(63)

Remark 3.12 (Topologically ordered anyonic ground states in terms of modular tensor categories).
(i) Chiral conformal blocks as appearing in (63) are thought to be the Laughlin-type ground state wavefunctions of non-abelian
defect anyons (this is due to [MR91][RR99], reviewed in [NSSFS08, III.D.2], further developments in [GHL21][ZWXT21],
review in [Le92, §9][Wan10, §8.3][Su18]), specifically ([Ino98]) of “su2-anyons” (i.e. described by an ŝu2κ−2 CS/WZW
theory, as in [FLW02]) such as Majorana/Ising-anyons for κ − 2 = 2 and Fibonacci-anyons for κ − 2 = 3 (e.g. [TTWL08]
[GAT+13][SRN15, p. 11][JS21, §III]). In general this is the case for fractional shifted levels κ/r, see further below around
Table F.
(ii) In fact, the unitary modular tensor categories (MTCs) which arise as representation categories of chiral 2d conformal
field theories (CFTs) such as of the su2-affine CFT above (the chiral su2 WZW model), specifically of their vertex operator
algebras (VOAs), are expected to be the mathematical structure accurately encoding topological order and anyon species. In
particular, modular tensor categories are braided monoidal categories, and their category-theoretic braiding is widely thought
to reflect the corresponding anyonic braiding. (The encoding of anyon species in MTCs seems to be folklore; the origin of
the idea may be [Ki06, §8, §E], where it is argued in a concrete model. Many references re-state this without further proof or
attribution, such as: [NSSFS08, pp. 28][Wan10, §6.3][RW18, §2.4][Bo21])
(iii) However, a general derivation of MTC structure from a general definition of anyons as in Table 5 had been missing. But
we may observe that the braiding structure in an MTC arising as a representation category of 2d CFT is entirely determined
by the CFT’s conformal blocks on the punctured Riemann sphere (this fact is highlighted in [EGNO15, p. 266][Run, p. 36];
phrased in terms of modular functors this is a result due to [AU12]). In this sense, the conformal blocks appearing in (63)
may be regarded as the missing link between the physics of anyons according to Table 5 and the expected classification of
species of anyons (really: defect anyons) by MTCs:

9The discussion in [FSV94][SS22-Any] is in terms of (ω1-twisted) holomorphic de Rham cohomology. This is still equivalent (58) to the complex
cohomology (with local system φ of coefficients) of the configuration space, since (e.g. [Di04, Thm. 2.5.11]) configuration spaces of points in punctured
Riemann surfaces are complex Stein domains [SS22-Any, Rem. 2.2].
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